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Although my invention, in its broadest aspects, relates 
to improvements in posts which are characterized by a 
lower anchor or mounting portion and an upper portion 
separably securedthereto, it has particular reference to 
boundary and other markers for‘ roadways. 

For instance, one of the primary objects of the in 
vention is to provide a visually prominent, strong and 
durable marker which can be readily installed in spaced 
series in either concrete or soil to indicate an outer side 
boundary of a dangerous roadway curve. 
Another object is to provide a marker, as characterized, 

which can be readily attached, as a traffic warning in 
dicator, to the ends of a metal or masonry culvert at 
opposite sides of a roadway. 
A further and more speci?c aim of the invention is to 

provide novel means for not only wedgingly securing an 
upper post portion to its subjacent base portion, but also 
for positively anchoring said upper portion to the latter. 

Various other objects and advantages of the invention 
will be readily understood and appreciated by those versed 
in the art upon reference to the accompanying drawing 
in connection with the detailed description thereof that 
follows. 

It is to be understood, however, that although the 
drawing discloses certain now preferred examples of the 
invention, same is to be taken as illustrative rather 
than li-mitative, since my inventive concept is susceptible 
of other mechanical expression within ‘the spirit and scope 
of the subject matter claimed hereinafter. 

In the drawing, wherein the same reference characters 
have been used to designate the same parts wherever they 
appear in the several views-' 
FIG. 1 is a fragmentary section of a side of a roadway 

with subjacent metal ‘and concrete culverts, to the ends 
of which latter have been secured a tra?ic warning marker 
embodying my invention, there being also employed a 
third ground-carried marker; 
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a culvert-carried marker 

base mounted on a metal culvert; 
FIG. 3 is an inverted perspective of the lower base 

carried end of an upper marker‘ portion; 
FIG. 4 is a sectional detail illustrating the wedging and 

upper marker section connecting action of one of the 
pivoted base-carried members; 

FIG. 5 is a detail view of one of a pivoted base 
carried member. 

Referring to the drawing by reference characters, 9 
indicates a section of roadway beneath which passes a 
metal culvert 10 and an adjacent cement culvert 11, each 
provided with an upstanding warning marker 12. An 
other marker 12 is ‘shown secured to a ground anchor 
12x adjacent the culvert 10'. 
Each post-form marker 12 comprises the ring-form 

metal base portion 12a and the upper and preferably 
Wooden portion 12b which is supported thereby. In 
the case of metal culvert 10, the marker base 12a is 
shown bolted (13) thereto, but welding or other securing 
means can be used. Nut carrying lag screws 13a secure 
the related marker base 12a to concrete culvert 11. 

Rising from each ring-form base 12 are the crossed 
boss-de?ning steel walls which de?ne ‘four wings 14 and 
are ‘functionally integral with one another and with base 
portion 12a. These boss-de?ning wings 14 are received 
in the corresponding crossed slots 15 which extend in 
wardly from the lower end of the upper post or marker 
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section 12b. Each of the slots 15 in the lower end of 
the upper post or marker portion 12b will be of a depth 
corresponding to the height of the related wing portion 
14, so as to fully receive the latter and dispose the lower 
end of post portion 12b on base 12a. 
FIG. 3 illustrates that the upper end of each slot 15, 

at one side, terminates in a narrower surface groove 15a 
for the reception of combined wedging and anchoring 
arms 16. These anchoring arms are pivoted on rivets 
17 carried by the respective wings 14 adjacent the outer 
edges of the latter. By preference, the inner ends of 
arms 16 lie against the respective back walls of the 
surface groove (15a) terminals of post or marker sec 
tion slots 15, which grooves correspond in depth to the 
thickness of said arms 16‘. The upper portions of arms 
16 are twisted right angularly to provide terminal tabs 
16a, as shown. 

Thus, when the upper post portion 1211 has been jam 
med down onto the base~carried wings 14 to be supported 
by the ring-form base 12a, the wedging and anchoring 
arms 16 will be in an outwardly swung, out of the way 
position, as will be understood from an inspection of 
FIG. 2. However, after the upper post or marker por 
tion 12b has been installed as indicated, the wedging 
arms 16 are swing upwardly and inwardly so that the 
lower portions are “started” so to speak in the respective 
grooves 15a. Then, using a mallet, the lower and in 
termediate portions of arms 16 are driven edgewise into 
grooves 15a so that the terminal tabs 16a lie ?at against 
the surface of marker portion 12b. Said tab terminals 
16a (which are apertured as at 18) are now screwed or 
spiked to marker portion 12b, as indicated at 19'. A 
marked wedging action of the arms takes place in the 
grooves 15a, as will be appreciated, and the anchoring 
of the tab ends 16a of the arms to marker portion 1411 
provides ‘a substantially functionally integral post or 
marker 12. 
As to the ground carried marker 12 (the rightmost one 

as seen in FIG. 1), its base 12a is bolted as at 20 to the 
?at head end 21 of the ground anchor 12x. The ground 
lanchor 12x can be of any form of post but will preferably 
be of metal. It will, of course, be driven into the ground 
before ‘application of marker base 12a thereto. 
From the foregoing it will be appreciated that I have 

provided simple, durable and efficient highway or oulvert 
marker or guard which can be conveniently applied at a 
desired location. 
Having thus described my invention, what I claim is: 
1. In a sectional post or marker comprising a base 

section and a separable upper section carried thereby, 
an upstanding boss functionally integral with the base 
section and providing a plurality of radially spaced out 
wardly extending ?anges, said upper post or marker sec 
tion having a socket opening from its lower end and 
providing slots receiving said boss ?anges, anchoring 
arms pivoted adjacent one end to the outer end portions ‘ 
of the respective ?anges, and means anchoring the upper 
ends of the respective arms to said upper post or marker 
section whereby to provide a functionally integral-in 
service post or marker. 

2. The structure of claim 1, and said boss being pro 
vided by crossed plates so as to provide wings consti 
tuting said ?anges. 

3. In a sectional post or marker comprising a base 
section and a separable upper section carried thereby, an 
upstanding boss functionally integral with the base sec 
tion and providing a plurality of radially spaced out 
Wardly extending ?anges, said upper post or marker sec— 
tion having a socket opening from its lower end and 
providing slots receiving said boss ?anges, anchoring 
arms pivoted ‘adjacent one end to the outer end portlons 
of the respective ?anges in a manner to dispose edge por 
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tions of said arms in a plane perpendicular to the plane 
of an outer surface portion of the upper post section, 
‘said upper post section having outer surface grooves as 
continuations of the respective socket-provided slots and 
into which grooves the lower and intermediate portions of 
said arms are adapted to be driven, laterally extending 
tabs formed adjacent the upper ends of said anchoring 
arms and ?atly contacting outer surface portions of the 
upper post or marker section, and means ‘anchoring said 
tabs to said upper post section whereby to provide a 
functionally integral-in-service post or marker. 

4. The structure of claim 3, and said boss being pro 
vided by two crossed plates so as to provide four radial 
wings constituting said ?anges. 

5. The structure of claim 3, and said grooves being 
of minor width as compared to the width of said slots 
and also being at least slightly narrower than the thick 
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ness of said lower and intermediate arm portions that 
are driven thereinto, said arms being of metal so that 
the lower part of the upper post section above its boss 
receiving socket is constituted by a laminated post ma 
terial and metal structure which will substantially re 
lieve the .boss and socket of stress in the event that the 
upper post portion is struck by a vehicle or other object. 
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